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Q1: Below is a list of practice areas. Please select the practice area that represents the largest percentage of your practice time.
Q3: What specific areas of Consumer Law practice do you regularly handle? Check all that apply

- Bankruptcy
- Class Action
- Credit Rights (FCRA, FDCPA...)
- Mortgage (Foreclosure...)
- Vehicles (AutoFraud,...)
- TCPA
- Other (please specify)
Q4: How many attorneys are in your law firm?
Q5: How many years have you been practicing law?
Q6: What is your attorney standard billable hourly rate?
Q7: How many full or part time paralegal or law clerk or legal assistants do you employ?
Q8: What is your average paralegal or law clerk or legal assistant standard billable hourly rate?
Q9: How long ago did you change your billable hourly rate?

- 5 years or more
- 4 years
- 3 years
- 2 1/2 years
- 2 years
- 1 1/2 years
- 1 year
- 1/2 year
- Less than 1/2 year
- N/A
Q12: Do you regularly practice in a metropolitan area of more than 200,000 persons or less than 200,000 persons?
Q14: Do you handle Chapter 7 cases?
Q15: What is your typical fee for a Chapter 7 bankruptcy for above median debtors?
Q16: What is your typical fee for a Chapter 7 bankruptcy for below median debtors?
Q17: When did you last change your typical Chapter 7 fee?
Q18: In a Chapter 7, what additional fees do you charge for reaffirmations?
Q19: In a Chapter 7, what additional fees do you charge for exemption planning or out-of-state exemptions?
Q20: In a Chapter 7, what additional fees do you charge for motions to redeem?
Q21: In a Chapter 7, what additional fees do you charge for motions to avoid judgment liens?
Q22: In a Chapter 7, what additional fees do you charge for non-filing spouses?
Q23: In a Chapter 7, what additional fees do you charge for tax dischargability?
Q24: In a Chapter 7, at what amount of dischargeable debt do you charge additional fees?
Q25: In a Chapter 7, what additional fees do you charge for student loan discharge?
Q26: What percent of your bankruptcy cases are handled on an hourly rate basis?
Q27: Do you handle Chapter 13 cases?

- Yes (Click here and proceed to the following question)
- No (Click here and proceed to end of page and click Next)
Q28: In a Chapter 13 case, what is your presumptive base fee?
Q29: In a Chapter 13, what additional amount is allowed for above Median debtors?
Q30: In a Chapter 13, what additional amount is allowed for a Business case?
Q31: In a Chapter 13, what additional amount is allowed for a Certified Board Specialist?
Q32: When was the presumptive fee last changed?
Q33: In a Chapter 13, what additional fee is allowed for motions to extend stay?
Q34: In a Chapter 13, what additional fee is allowed for a contested confirmation hearing?
Q35: In a Chapter 13, what additional fee is allowed for a motion to modify?
Q36: In a Chapter 13, what additional fee is allowed for defense of motion for relief from stay?
Q37: In a Chapter 13, what additional fee is allowed for defense of motion to dismiss?
Q38: In a Chapter 13, what additional fee is allowed for motion to avoid judgment lien?
Q39: In a Chapter 13, what additional fee is allowed for a motion or adversary proceeding to strip mortgage?
Q40: In a Chapter 13, what additional fee is allowed for a motion to incur debt?
Q41: In a Chapter 13, what additional fee is allowed for a motion to buy or sell property?
Q42: In a Chapter 13, what additional fee is allowed for an objection to claim?
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